Dayspring Emmaus Community
Willing Servant Application
“Through the tender mercy of our God; whereby the
DaySpring from on high hath visited us.”
Luke 1:78 (KJV)
Name
Address
City

State

Home Phone

Work Phone

Zip

Cell Phone

E-Mail
Attended (circle): Walk to Emmaus

Chrysalis

Cursillo

Tres Dias

Community Name

Kairos

Journey

Walk #

Year Attended

Are you actively involved in the following areas?
Reunion Group

YES

NO

Gatherings

YES

NO

Walk Activities/Committees

YES

NO

Agape

YES

NO

Your Local Church

YES

NO

Emmaus Movement

YES

NO

A servant cannot work in the Conference Room on a Walk on which they sponsor a Pilgrim. A servant may work in a behind-the-scenes position in
which they are not visible to the Pilgrim. To sponsor a Pilgrim and work behind- the-scenes, a team member must secure a co-sponsor who will be
responsible for the support duties a sponsor provides to the Pilgrim’s family and other obligations at home and to serve as a contact point for the
team and for the Pilgrim’s family, if needed.
I intend to sponsor a Pilgrim and also work behind-the-scenes in an anonymous, non-visible position.

YES

NO

If YES, my co-sponsor’s Name and Telephone Number are:
SERVANT’S AREAS OF INTEREST:
I wish to work the following walk (circle):

Men’s

Women’s

Either

All first time servants are expected to serve on an Emmaus Team in a behind-the-scenes role. Have you ever served on an Emmaus Team in a behindthe-scenes role?
YES
NO
If you have served on an Emmaus Team before, please indicate the number of times you have served in that position. For this walk, please indicate
the position or positions you wish to work by placing an “X” in the space provided.
Times
Served

Wish to
Work

_______

______

_______

______

_______

_______

Assistant Spiritual Director: Is asked to have served in a behind-the-scenes role. Must be clergy in the eyes of the church and
have training required for the pastoral role. May be a local pastor or other clergy whose appointment or status limits their ability
to serve Holy Communion beyond their congregations.
Assistant Lay Director: Is asked to have served in a variety of functions, at a minimum, have served as auxiliary (optimally
has worked in the kitchen), Table Leader, Assistant Table Leader (and given a talk). This person will provide direct assistance
to the Lay Director and will do their part in a timely fashion to insure that the walk runs smoothly and that the pilgrim’s needs
are met. This person has a servant’s heart and does this job as silently as possible so as not to disrupt the conference room
process and discussion
Table Leader: Can be an entry-level position for the Conference Room but is asked to have served as an Assistant Table Leader
at least once (possibly given a talk.) Oversees discussion at the table and observes the Pilgrims. Is a leader at the table, but does
not dominate the table discussions

Assistant Table Leader: Is an entry-level position for the Conference Room (will give a talk.) Has served at least once in a
behind-the-scenes role. Assists the Table Leader in keeping the table discussions moving but does not dominate the table
discussions. Serves as anonymously as possible.
Music Leader: Provides the music for the weekend. Has served at least once as an Assistant Music Leader. Is able to lead the
______
______
Team and Pilgrims in the music for the weekend. Is able to teach required Emmaus songs and tell about the story behind
DE COLORES.
Assistant Music Leader: Can be entry-level position for the Conference Room. Has served in a behind-the-scenes role. Assists
______
______
the Music Leader in the leading of the Team and the Pilgrims in the music for the weekend.
Music Technician: Can be entry-level position for the Conference Room. Has served in a behind-the-scenes role. Uses
______
______
computer and projector to assist the Music Team in leading the Team and Pilgrims in the music for the weekend. Technician
is not a part of the worship performing music team. Basic computer skills required.
Kitchen Head: Must have served on the Kitchen Crew at least once and served as an Assistant Kitchen Head at least once. . Is
______
______
capable of organizing the Kitchen Duties (i.e., planning of meals, entertainment, and decorations) for the entire Kitchen Crew.
Will be responsible for the planning and providing of the lunch meal for either the first or last team meeting.
Assistant Kitchen Head: Must have served on the Kitchen Crew at least once. Is considered a behind-the-scenes role. Direct
______
______
assistant to the Kitchen Head and learns all duties of the Kitchen Head so as to be eligible for the position of Kitchen Head for
future walks.
Kitchen Crew: Is considered a behind-the-scenes role. Assists in the preparation of the meals for the weekend and one team
______
______
meeting. Is asked to be willing to participate in decorating and in the entertainment.
Agape: Is considered a behind-the-scenes role. Assists in the setting up and tearing down of the Agape room prior to and after
______
______
a set of walks. Organizes and distributes the Table Agape and supplies for the Conference Room. Cleans and straightens the
Conference Room area when Pilgrims are on breaks.
Worship: Is considered a behind-the-scenes role. Assists in the setting up and tearing down of the Worship Room prior to and
______
______
after a set of walks. Organizes worship supplies. Prepares Pilgrim Chapel for various settings of worship including communion.
Maintains Team Prayer Chapel. Provides communion supplies for the Sponsors’ hour, Candlelight, Closing and other worship
services outside the Pilgrim activities. Circulates Prayer Vigil before walks, making sure that all slots are filled. Handles talk
banner details.
Secret Angels: Is considered a behind-the-scenes role. Assists in the setting up and tearing down of the Secret Angel supplies
______
______
prior to and after a set of walks. Organizes Secret Angel supplies. Keeps sleeping quarters and bathrooms for Pilgrims and
Team Members clean and well supplied with toiletry items. Empties trash cans in Pilgrim and Team members sleeping quarters.
Cleans and supplies community bathrooms and Conference Room bathrooms.
Housing: Is considered a behind-the-scenes role. Assists with the setting up and tearing down of the Conference Room walls,
______
______
Pilgrim Chapel altar area, and the tables for Agape/Worship and the Conference Room. Also sets up and tears down the Team
Prayer Chapel. Mops Pilgrim sleeping area. Rakes, sweeps and removes leaves, twigs and other debris from the campground
area. Keeps the Tabernacle clean. Fixes broken items during the weekend such as: toilets, lights, air conditioning units, water
heaters and even septic tanks, as needed.
Break Down Crew: (does not pay servant’s fee) This behind-the-scenes servant will disassemble the campground (main
______
______
building and pilgrim tents) after the women have left the main building to go to the closing ceremonies of the women’s walk.
It is not necessary for this person to stay the weekend or pay the servant’s fee. This person must be strong and able-bodied as
much of the work is manual labor
Conference Room Team Members are expected to be at all Team meetings. Team members who work in a behind-the-scenes role are expected to be
at the first and last Team meeting. All Team members are asked to pay the $100 servant’s fee at the first Team meeting (except the Breakdown
Crew).
_______

_______

The purpose of Emmaus is to encourage growth among Christian leaders. Those working on a walk are expected to be active in their local church.
Therefore, we ask that their local pastor sign this application to inform them that you will be working on the walk as well as fulfilling your
responsibilities within your own church. We ask that the applicant also sign this form to indicate that you have read and will comply with the above
statements on dual servant hood/sponsorship, Team meeting attendance and the Servant’s fee.
_______________________________________________
Applicant’s Signature

____________________________________________________
Pastor’s Signature (PLEASE READ ABOVE STATEMENT)

_______________________________________________
Church Name & Address

Due Dates for Application:
May 1 for Fall walks & November 1 for Spring walks.
Dayspring Emmaus Willing Servant Application
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